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teach people how to recognize and avoid spam. While these
approaches have been shown to be effective in small-scale
evaluations, it is impractical to continuously surface education materials to all people, given people’s limited compliance
budget for security [5]. To determine how best to target spam
education and explore new interventions for spam consumers,
we must first understand how features of the spam viewer and
the spam itself influence consumption.

ABSTRACT

Despite significant advances in automated spam detection,
some spam content manages to evade detection and engage
users. While the spam supply chain is well understood through
previous research, there is little understanding of spam consumers. We focus on the demand side of the spam equation
examining what drives users to click on spam via a largescale analysis of de-identified, aggregated Facebook log data
(n=600,000). We find (1) that the volume of spam and clicking
norms in a users’ network are significantly related to individual consumption behavior; (2) that more active users are less
likely to click, suggesting that experience and internet skill
(weakly correlated with activity level) may create more savvy
consumers; and (3) we confirm previous findings about the
gender effect in spam consumption, but find this effect largely
corresponds to spam topics. Our findings provide practical
insights to reduce demand for spam content, thereby affecting
spam profitability.

To this end, prior work has focused on understanding the
consumers of email spam [49, 26, 57, 13, 40]. While email
spam is an important first step to examining this problem,
social media spam is also of increasing concern. Indeed, prior
work has found that Twitter spam has a click through rate
10x higher than email spam [20]. Social media spam has
a number of unique components [20, 33] both in terms of
topics (e.g., some Twitter spam was found to be aimed at
helping people gain additional followers, a motivation not
seen in email) and mechanism of distribution (e.g., spammers
utilizing trending hashtags on Twitter). As such, it is important
to understand consumption of social media spam, specifically,
and not merely rely on prior findings regarding email spam
consumption.
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In this work we expand on these prior investigations by observing social media, rather than email, spam consumption
behavior. Prior social media spam research has focused on
characterization and classification of spam content and spammers [33, 20, 60, 39], compromised account detection [25, 55,
52], and the relationship between spam creation and compromised accounts [55, 54]. Our work, instead, focuses on what
features of the user and of the spam itself affect consumption;
not on the spammers.

spam, security behavior, social media, Facebook
INTRODUCTION & BACKGROUND

Falling for spam can embarrass people, lead them to accidentally pollute online spaces by spreading spammy content,
cause them to purchase low-quality or non-existent goods, and
can threaten their digital security - forcing them to cope with
the consequences of accidentally installing malware or giving
up their account credentials. Automated spam detection efforts
are increasingly robust, helping to preserve people’s security
and prevent them from seeing spam in the first place. However,
a small amount of spam still elusively slips through even the
best-designed detection mechanisms. To reduce the incidence
of spam even further and ultimately keep people safe, we must
disincentivize spammers. Toward this goal, prior work has
examined the spam supply chain: investigating what spammers sell, their profit models, and their distribution channels
in order to design interventions – such as proactively identifying and blocking spam from reaching targets – to disrupt
their value chain [35, 28, 9]. We examine the other side of the
coin: the consumers of spam. By intervening with people who
consume (i.e. click on) spam and helping them avoid clicking,
we can reduce the profitability of spammers and keep people
safer.

Further, much of the prior work on email spam has been conducted with laboratory or survey data [49, 26, 57, 13], which
may have limited generalizability. Our work examines spam
consumption behavior in the wild. We use de-identified, aggregated log data (n=600,000) of spam and non-spam consumption patterns on Facebook to develop a model of consumption
behavior and lay the groundwork for developing large-scale,
targeted interventions for reducing spam click-through rates.
Examples of content that Facebook considers spam include
attempts to illicit illegitimate financial gain, e.g., by gathering account credentials (phishing); distributing malware or
attempting to gain control of a person’s Facebook account; or
failing to deliver on a promised outcome: for example, content
in the post (e.g., preview image shown) does not match the
content the user receives upon clicking. To identify spam,
Facebook relies on a dynamic set of machine learning clas-

Past research has explored the use of games [50, 31],
comics [43, 51], and other training materials [7, 2, 32] that
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sifiers to automatically identify and remove spam from the
platform [47]. Once identified, spam is immediately removed
from users’ News Feed.

In the remainder of the paper, we present related work, summarize our methods and detail our findings, and conclude with
suggestions for new interventions to reduce the consumption
of spam and disrupt the spam value chain.

In this paper, we examine only spam containing URLs, rather
than spam, for example, that requests people call the spammer,
as we can observe when people on Facebook have clicked,
not when they have contacted a spammer offline. Facebook
spam containing URLs exhibits similar features to other social
media spam: the URLs are often links to blacklisted websites,
the spam is produced primarily by compromised accounts, has
multiple vectors of delivery (e.g., through posts, comments on
posts, etc.), and propagates through the social graph, spreading
by country and region [19, 20, 47]. Facebook is a widely used
social platform, with over 2 billion active users [10] who account for over 50% of the worldwide Internet population [56],
making it a valuable source of data for generalizable findings.

RELATED WORK

Below, we review prior work on social media spam, the demand for spam, and the demographics of spam consumers.
Social Media Spam

The majority of prior work on social media spam has focused
on Twitter and MySpace spam. Researchers have examined
what type of spam is on these platforms [20], how to detect
it [39, 60, 25, 52, 61], how it spreads throughout the social
network [45, 33, 21, 27, 59], and by whom it is produced [33,
55, 54, 38, 36]. Examinations of spam on Facebook have
focused either on characterizing Facebook spam [19], investigating malicious fake accounts [30, 8], including those aimed
at generating fake likes [12, 37], or identifying malicious Facebook apps [44, 58]. Most relevant to our work, Gao et al.
analyzed 3.5 million wall posts from Facebook in 2010 [19]
and used URL classification based on URL blacklists to find
that approximately 0.05% of these posts were spam. 70%
of the spam they identified was phishing spam, and 97% of
it was produced by real, compromised accounts rather than
what the authors identified as fake accounts. In this work,
we explore user interactions with Facebook spam, rather than
characterizing the spam or the spammer.

In this paper we present the following key findings. First,
higher activity level on Facebook reduces an individual’s likelihood of clicking on spam. Activity level is also weakly
correlated with skill using Facebook and the Internet more
broadly, suggesting that skill-improvement may help drive
down clicks on spam. Second, we find that people in communities with more spam are less likely to click. This suggests
support for interventions that expose people to spam or phishing content as part of a training process, as exposure to this
content may help them discern trustworthy content from spam.
Third, we find that clicking norms within a peoples’ community influence their individual consumption behavior. This
suggests that interventions targeted to communities with high
rates of spam consumption may be particularly effective and
that leveraging social influence [11] may be effective for shaping better spam behaviors. Fourth, we find that people treat
reshared content differently than original content, and their
behavior suggests that they are using reshares as a heuristic
to assess content credibility. Thus, we suggest that surfacing
more information about the number of reshares and who has
reshared content may be help to create an even more useful
robust signal for people to evaluate content. This also raises
the possibility of identifying other features that may be surfaced or made accessible to help them discriminate potentially
spammy content.

Demand for Spam

Prior work has attempted to characterize spam and the spam
value chain in order to disrupt spammers profit models [28,
35, 9]. Examination of pharmaceutical spam has specifically
illustrated consumers’ demand for spam, underlining the importance and challenge of steering people away from enticing
offers. Chachra et al. found that consumers sought out spam
websites on which to buy counterfeit pharmaceuticals [9] either through Google searches or by hunting through their spam
inboxes, circumventing the blacklisting designed to protect
them. Relatedly, McCoy et al. found that three pharmaceutical
spam websites had over 500k new consumers per month, suggesting significant demand for the spam goods. In our work
we expand beyond pharmaceutical and email spam to explore
the factors that drive the consumption of social media spam
more broadly.

Fifth, and finally, we observe a gender effect in spam clicking. After segmenting a random sample of the spam in our
dataset by topic, we find that spam topics fall broadly into three
categories: sales oriented (e.g., clothes for sale, modeling opportunities), media (e.g, videos, pictures), and interactives
(e.g., quizzes, games). The sales-oriented content was viewed
more by women and also had a click through rate that was 2
times that of media spam, which was viewed more often by
men. Thus, we suspect that gender does not drive clicking but
rather serves as an index for the different prevalence and effectiveness of different spam topics. Additionally, the similarity
between the most consumed spam (sales oriented spam) and
organic sponsored stories underscores the importance of distinguishing advertisements from general content more clearly,
in order to provide people with a way to verify the authenticity
of an offer.

Spam Consumer Demographics

Sheng et al. examined the demographics of those who fall for
phishing emails [49]. They found that women and younger
(ages 18-25) people were more likely to fall for phishing attacks. Jagactic et al. also found that women were more likely
to fall for phishing attacks in their work [26]. While controlling for Internet experience and technical skill has been
shown [49] to reduce these effects, prior work has still found
an unexplained gender effect in spam clicking. More generally, there have been mixed results regarding whether higher
Internet familiarity or Internet skill leads to lower phishing
success rates [57, 24, 13, 49]. On the other hand, McCoy et al.
found that men were more likely to engage with pharma email
spam due to the type of pharmaceuticals typically advertised
2

Analysis. To examine which of the features in Table 1 relate
to spam consumption behavior, we utilized two binary logistic
regression models: one to model spam consumption and one
to model ham consumption. The spam model and the ham
model included these viewer-content pair features as inputs
and whether the viewer in the viewer-content pair had clicked
on the content in the pair as the output. To validate our model
fit we split each dataset 80-20 into a training set and a test
set. Using AUC - a standard metric for evaluating the fit
of logistic regression models [34] - as our metric of model
fit, we found the AUC for the spam model is 0.72 and for
the ham model is 0.80, which suggests that our models are
reasonably well fit [46]. For each model, we present the
outcome variable, including factors, log-adjusted regression
coefficients (odds ratios), 95% confidence intervals, and pvalues. Finally, to determine whether the explanatory features
had different effects in our two models, we compare overlap
in the confidence intervals for the ORs. Variables with nonoverlapping confidence intervals between the two models are
considered to be unique explanatory factors for that model.

(erectile dysfunction, baldness) [40], suggesting that gender
may serve as a proxy for spam topics rather than skill or any
intrinsic propensity to click more frequently. In our work, we
explore the relationship between Internet skill, gender, and
spam topics to spam consumption in a larger, ecologically
valid sample, and in a new domain: social media spam.
Focusing on peoples’ relationship to spam senders and the
amount of spam they receive, Jagactic et al. found that emails
from friends’ accounts tend to produce a higher victimization
rate [26] and Vishwanath et al. found that people who receive
more emails are more likely to fall for email spam [57]. The
latter work, however did not control for the fact that people
who receive more email also receive more spam, so it is unclear
whether email load is truly the important factor. Prior work has
also found that habitual media use was associated with higher
likelihood of falling for phishing attacks due to inattention.
In our work, we also consider the person’s relationship to
the content, as well as their friend count and activity level
on Facebook to re-examine these prior findings in the social
media context. Finally, we draw a new comparison, evaluating
whether the factors that lead people to consume spam on
Facebook differ from the factors related to whether they click
on regular content.

Supplemental Data Collection & Analyses

As is true of most analyses of log data at a single point in
time, we cannot explain the decision-making that leads to the
importance of these features nor can we determine causality.
To partially mitigate the explanatory limitations of our work,
we conducted supplemental analyses, described in more detail
below, to evaluate hypotheses we established based on our log
data findings; we suggest that other findings from our analysis
should be similarly explored in future work.

METHODOLOGY

We use aggregated, de-identified Facebook log data to explore the relationship between user and content factors and
spam consumption. In this section we describe our datasets,
sampling method, and modeling approach, and detail two
supplemental data analyses.

Qualitative Coding of Spam Topics
Consumption Behavior Modeling

We qualitatively examined a sample of the spam content in
our dataset. We randomly sampled pieces of spam from our
spam dataset and then qualitatively coded the topic of the spam
into one of three groups that emerged during our codebook
generation. We continued coding until new themes stopped
emerging [41]: resulting in 250 coded pieces of spam. Two
researchers (one male and one female) independently coded
the content. Intercoder agreement was computed with Krippendorf’s Alpha [18]; resulting in an alpha = 0.91, which is
above the recommended threshold of 0.80 [29]. Further, after
calculating this inter-coder agreement score, the researchers
met to iterate on the codes until they reached 100% agreement
on final codes for each piece of content. With our sample of
250, our maximum margin of error [4] is 6%, with a per item
margin of error of 3% for two of our spam topics and 2% for
the third.

Data. We used two log datasets in our analysis: one for spam
and one for non-spam, which we will refer to as ham. The
vast majority of attempts to spam Facebook are caught when
an account attempts to publish spam. Thus, the spam dataset
used in our study focused on the small subset of spam that was
viewed by people on Facebook and later identified as spam by
Facebook’s machine learning classifier.
Both datasets contained only content shown in people’s Facebook News Feeds [17] and could be any type of Facebook
content including posts, videos, pictures, and Sponsored Stories [15]. This content was either posted by individual Facebook users or by Facebook Pages [14], and could be either
original content (produced by the account making the post) or
reshared content, where one account shares a piece of original content produced by another account [16]. We randomly
sampled 300,000 viewer-content pairs from each dataset over
20 days on Facebook (2017/07/05 - 2017/07/25) resulting in
our final analysis dataset of 600,000 viewer-content pairs. In
our analysis datasets we include a parsimonious set of features
of the account that viewed the content (but no uniquely identifying information about the account itself), features of the
content, and features describing the relationship between the
viewer’s account and the account that produced the content.
We selected features that we hypothesized – based on prior
work – were relevant to spam consumption behavior [49, 26,
57, 24, 13]. Table 1 summarizes these features.

We examined the click-through rate for the different content
groups by gender, in order to more deeply understand whether
the relationship we found between gender and spam clicking was potentially due to spam topics, as suggested in prior
work [40].
Survey: Activity Level and Skill

Second, to explore whether activity level on Facebook, a significant feature in our spam model, was related to Internet
skill and skill on Facebook, we surveyed 1784 Facebook users
who were using Facebook with an English locale, to assess
3

Feature

Type

Description

Attribute of

Gender

Categorical

Self-reported gender in the viewer’s Facebook profile.

Viewer

Age

Numeric

Self-reported age in years in Facebook profile.

Viewer

Friend Count

Numeric

Number of friends of the viewer’s Facebook profile.

Viewer

L28

Numeric

Number of days out of the last 28 days that the viewer went to the Facebook News Feed.

Viewer

Country: Spam Prev.

Numeric

Volume of spam on the platform, calculated by weighted sampling of a subset of viewed content on
Facebook, which is then human-labeled as spam or non-spam in order to obtain a non-biased estimate of
the amount of spam on the platform, in a given country, etc. [47].

Viewer

Country: Spam CTR

Numeric

Spam vs. ham clicking norms measured as a normalized spam click rate. This rate is calculated by taking
the click through rate (number of clicks / number of views) of spam in a given country and normalizing this
number by the general content click-through rate. This provides context for the rate of spam clicking in the
country, contextualizing whether or not it is on par with general content click rates.

Viewer

Reshare

Categorical

Original content (produced by the account making the post) or reshared content, where the account owner
shares a piece of original content produced by another account [16].

Content

Content Origin

Categorical

Relationship between the viewer and the spammer. We consider only the three most prevalent relationships
in our dataset: if the content came from a friend of the viewer (friend), from a friend of friend (fof), or from
a Page they follow (Page).

Content

Table 1. Features included in the model: feature name, feature type (categorical or numeric), description of the feature, and whether the feature is an
attribute of the viewer or the content.

Feature
Days Active
Age
Male
Friend Count
Country Spam Prev.
Country Spam CTR
Reshare
Content from FoF
Content from Page
Reshare:Content from FoF
Reshare:Content from Page

each type of skill. We deployed a two-item survey on Facebook, which contained a standardized, pre-validated measure
of Internet skill [22] and a measure of Facebook skill directly
derived from that measure (in supplementary material). The
order in which the two measures were administered, as well
as the ordering of terms, was randomized; the scales of understanding were also flipped, to reduce priming and bias.
Additionally, our sample oversampled spam viewers, to ensure that our findings were generalizable to these users; our
survey sample consisted of 918 users who had seen spam in
the past month. We used Pearson correlation to examine the
relationship between L28 (our measure of Facebook activity
level), Internet skill, and Facebook skill.

O.R.
0.98
1.01
0.81
1.01
0.59
1.01
2.70
1.75
5.89
0.35
0.37

C.I.
[0.97, 0.99]
[1.01, 1.01]
[0.77, 0.85]
[1.01, 1.01]
[0.5, 0.7]
[1, 1.01]
[2.37, 3.06]
[1.57, 1.94]
[5.44, 6.38]
[0.29, 0.41]
[0.32, 0.44]

p-value
<0.001*
<0.001*
<0.001*
<0.001*
<0.001*
<0.001*
<0.001*
<0.001*
<0.001*
<0.001*
<0.001*

Table 2. Spam model results. Friend count is in 100s of friends; the
baseline for categorical "Content from" variable is Content from Friend.
OR is the odds ratio between the given factor and the baseline; CI is the
95% confidence interval. Features in bold are unique to spam clicking
as compared to ham clicking.

Ethics and the Use of Facebook Data

In this work we analyze anonymous, aggregated Facebook
log data, anonymized content posted on Facebook, and data
from a survey completed voluntarily by users with their Facebook locale set to English. There was no manipulation of
any Facebook user’s experience and no personal identifying
information was used in this work. All spam was immediately
removed from users’ News Feed as soon as it was identified.

Activity Level

We find that users who are more active on Facebook, as measured by the number of days out of the last 28 that they were
active on the site (L28), are less likely to click on spam. That
is, our results show that, in this sample, a daily active user is
58% as likely to click on spam as a user who was active only
once during the same 28 day period. We hypothesized, along
the lines of prior work [49, 57], that this may be due to more
active users having higher Internet and Facebook skill levels
and thus being more savvy at identifying spam. To test the
relationship between L28 and skill, we collected survey data
for Internet skill and Facebook skill (see Section 3.2.2 for a
detailed description of the survey instrument). We sampled
1784 Facebook users who had their Facebook set to English,
resulting in a sample of responses from 54 countries. 46%
of our respondents were Female and the sample had a mean
age of 34.3 years. Based on the results of this survey, we find
that L28 is significantly, weakly correlated to Facebook skill

RESULTS

Based on the results of our binary logistic regression models
of spam click behavior (Table 2) and ham click behavior (Table 3) we find that age, gender, friend count, activity level on
Facebook, country features (e.g., prevalence of spam in that
country, clicking norms in the country), whether the content
is reshared, and the relationship between the viewer and the
content are all related to spam clicking. However, age, friend
count, and whether the content is reshared are all also significantly related to ham clicking, in the same direction and with
overlapping CIs. Thus, we consider only the features shown
in bold in Table 2 to be uniquely related to spam clicking. We
discuss these features, and their interpretation in detail below.
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Feature
Days Active
Age
Male
Friend Count
Facebook Skill
Country Spam Prev.
1-10 days
active CTR
3.46
Country
Spam
3.625
11-20 days active
Reshare
4.18
21-28 days active
Content
from FoF
Content from Page
Reshare:Content from FoF
Reshare:Content from Page

O.R.
C.I.
0.98
[0.94, 1.02]
1.03
[1.02, 1.03]
1.10
[0.92, 1.31]
Table 1
1.01
[1, 1.02]
Internet
FB Skill
SD
0.33Skill [0.09,
1.23]
0.93 2.04
[0.91, 0.95]
2.15 2.41
[1.58, 2.92]
0.24 3.13
[0.03, 1.72]
9.47 [7.33, 12.22]
2.64 [0.27, 25.94]
0.24
[0.16, 0.37]

p-value
0.324
<0.001*
0.303
0.03*
IS SD
0.098
±2<0.001*
±1<0.001*
±1
0.155
<0.001*
0.405
<0.001*

±1
±1
±1

Of the topics in our dataset, we find that the sales-oriented content was viewed more by women (66%) - potentially because
much of this content featured female products (e.g., beauty
products for sale) or was explicitly gender targeted (e.g., “take
this quiz to find out if he likes you”) . On the other hand, more
of the media spam was viewed by men (75%) - potentially
because the majority of this spam was porn or violent content,
which prior work has found is more appealing to men [3]. Interactive content was clicked slightly more often by men (55%)
but this difference was not significant. Overall, regardless of
the gender of the viewer, sales spam had a click-through-rate
2 times higher than that of media spam. We hypothesize that
this is because sales spam is more similar to typical Facebook
content than media spam, the majority of which was porn
and violent content (82%). Sales spam that looks like regular
content may consequently be more likely to go unnoticed and
thus is more likely to be clicked, as compared to porn and
violent content, which may appear clearly out of place or even
be offensive to users. Thus, we suspect that gender, in and of
itself, is unlikely to necessarily be related to spam clicking, but
rather serves as an index for spam topics, which have differing
effects on click behavior.

Table 3. Ham model results. See Table 2 for detailed legend.
Facebook Skill

5

Internet Skill

4.18

Mean Measure Score

3.75

3.625

3.46

3.13
2.5

2.41
2.04
1.25

0

1-10 days active

11-20 days active

tent viewed by users in our sample. We find that spam topics
fall broadly into three categories: sales oriented (e.g., clothes
for sale, modeling opportunities; 38%), media (e.g., videos,
photos; 42%), and interactives (e.g., quizzes, games; 18%);
with 2% of content falling in the “other” category. It is of note
that these topics are fairly different than those identified in
2010 by Gao et al. in their characterization of Facebook spam,
with the exception of quizzes and pharmaceutical spam, likely
because spam evolves significantly over time, and because our
dataset includes spam removed by Facebook whereas Gao et
al. had access only to spam posts that remained undetected at
the time they collected their dataset [19].

21-28 days active

Number of days active on Facebook out of the last 28

Figure 1. Mean Facebook and Internet skill for users with different activity levels on Facebook, as measured by self report skill measures and
number of days out of the last 28 that the user was active. Skill scores
range from 1 to 5.

(r = 0.16, p < 0.001) and Internet skill (r = 0.13, p < 0.001)
as shown in Figure 1, suggesting partial support for our hypothesis that activity level is an index for1 skill, which consequently
helps users identify and avoid clicking on spam. However, this
correlation is weak, suggesting that other causes may also factor into the relationship between L28 and spam. In Section 6,
we discuss potential directions for future work to explore this
relationship further.

Country Features

We find that prevalence of spam in a country, as well as country
clicking norms are both related to an individual users’ likelihood to click on spam. Users who reside in countries where
spam is more prevalent are 59% less likely to click on it. On
the other hand, in countries in which people proportionally
frequently click on spam as compared to ham, individual users
are more likely to click on spam.

Gender

We find that women are more likely to click on spam, but
there is no gender relationship for ham. This finding parallels
findings in prior work [26, 49]. Similar to the results of Sheng
et al., we find that controlling for activity level on the platform (weakly correlated with Internet skill) does not mitigate
this effect [49]. Based on the findings of McCoy et al. who
noted that pharma spam presenting different types of pharmaceuticals (e.g., erectile dysfunction medication) resulted in
significantly different click-through-rates by gender [40], we
hypothesized that our gender findings might be explained by a
relationship between the topic of the spam and different click
rates between the genders.

This suggests that exposure to spam may help users learn to
avoid engaging with spam; while country/communal norms
around clicking may have the opposite effect, with individual
users tending to behave in-line with country tendencies. This
is true even when controlling for other features often correlated with country (such as activity level on Facebook, which
strongly relates to Internet and Facebook skill level). These
findings suggest that educational campaigns around spam may
be especially influential when targeted to countries with high
proportional rates of spam clicking. Future work should also
consider more deeply exploring the decision-making patterns
around clicking in countries at both ends of this scale - those
with high spam to ham clicking ratios and visa versa - to better
understand how to guide users toward safer clicking decisions.

To evaluate this hypothesis, we qualitatively coded the topics
of 250 pieces of spam content randomly sampled from the con5

Regarding reshares, we hypothesize that resharing of friend
content serves to double vouch for the content: a known source
has posted it and, as the majority of re-shares come from
friends or Pages, a known or at least followed source re-shared
it, supporting the likelihood that this is “safe” content. On
the other hand, unknown content from an unknown source
being reshared appears to trigger people on Facebook’s sense
of “spamminess” and thus they tend to click less on reshared
spam from friends-of-friends or from Pages. This idea that
reshares of unknown content makes people more suspicious
is supported by prior work on email spam [48], and may
explain why even reshared ham that originates from Pages
is less likely to be clicked than if it was not reshared. These
relationships between content and viewer on social media are
relatively unexplored in prior work. Future work on spam
clicking, and potentially on social media clicking in general,
may wish to more deeply explore the reasoning behind users
choices to click on content with which they have different
relationships, to confirm the volitionality of users choices and
to better understand how we should surface features such as the
number of content reshares [42] to help users avoid clicking
on spam.

Viewer Relationship to Content & Resharing

We find a nuanced relationship between spam (and ham) clicking, resharing, and viewers’ relationship to the content (e.g.
whom or what shared or reshared the content). People on
Facebook are less likely to click on spam content from friends
than from friends-of-friends, with spam viewers being 1.75
times more likely to click on spam from friends-of-friends.
We hypothesize that this is because people on Facebook have
established expectations for content that should come from
friends, and spam often does not fit these expectations. This
relationship is the opposite for ham, with ham viewers being
0.24 times as likely to click on content from friends-of-friends.
We hypothesize that this is the case because ham content from
friends is more likely to align with their interests and thus they
are more likely to click on it. Finally, people on Facebook
are generally most likely to click on content, either ham or
spam, from Pages. The OR for this relationship is greater
for ham than for spam, with people being 9.47 times more
likely to click on ham from Pages than from friends vs. 5.89
times more likely to click on spam from Pages than from
friends-of-friends.
However, when the content is reshared the relationship between content-viewer connections and click behavior becomes
more complex. We find that, generally, reshared content is
more likely to be clicked whether it is ham (2.15 times as
likely), or spam (2.7 times as likely). However, when considering the interaction between resharing and content-viewer
relationships, we find a number of more nuanced relationships.
Spam from friends that is reshared is more likely to be clicked
- suggesting that resharing of spam from friends may serve
to vouch for otherwise un-expected content. However, this
effect does not hold for reshared content created by Pages
and friends-of-friends. People on Facebook are 0.35 times as
likely to click on reshared spam created by friends-of-friends,
and are 0.37 times as likely to click on reshared ham or spam
created by Pages. This suggests that people on Facebook may
have nuanced heuristics for assessing spamminess - where
reshares of unusual content posted by friends lend credibility
while reshares of content posted by unknown sources adds
suspicion. On the other hand, for ham, people are 2.64 times
more likely to click on reshared content created by friends-offriends, suggesting that reshares may proxy for content that is
more aligned with their interests. On the other hand, just like
for spam, people are 0.24 times as likely to click on reshared
ham produced by Pages; perhaps suggesting that reshared content from Pages, even if it is ham, may begin to make people
on Facebook think it is spam.

LIMITATIONS

We address first the limitations of our log data analysis, and
second the limitations of our supplemental analyses. Our data
come from only one platform, Facebook. While Facebook is
the largest social media site in use today, and thus we feel a
representative platform on which to conduct our work, we can
only hypothesize about the generalizability of our findings to
other platforms. Similarly, our datasets contain viewer-content
pairs over a period of 20 days in July 2017; it is possible that
events during this time of which we are unaware may have
negatively impacted the generalizability of our findings. Additionally, our two demographic features (age, gender) rely
on users’ self-reports. It is possible that users’ may have
misreported; we do not, however have any reason to suspect
that such mis-reporting is systematic or widespread enough
to influence our results [6]. Further, Facebook’s spam classifiers identify and remove the vast majority of spam before
it is viewed. As such, this study examines spam that takes
Facebook longer to catch. This population of spam may be
somewhat unique to Facebook, as it is driven both by spammers and by Facebook’s unique processes for detecting and
removing spam. Finally, given that this work was conducted
with proprietary log data it may be difficult to reproduce the
results.
Our supplemental qualitative coding analysis suffers from a
number of limitations common to qualitative analyses: there
may have been coder bias that influenced coding, to mitigate
this, we intentionally double coded and reached high agreement. Additionally, we coded only 250 of 300,000 pieces
of content from each of our samples; while these pieces of
content were randomly sampled, it is possible that the content
we coded was not representative and thus resulted in biased
findings. Finally, our survey data collection and analysis may
suffer from response bias of those who were willing to voluntarily take a survey while on Facebook during the time period
of survey collection (2017/08/11 - 2017/08/14). Second, and

In summary, we hypothesize that people on Facebook click
on spam from friends less often because they have stronger
hypotheses for what content from friends should look like and
thus are suspicious of unusual content from known sources.
Relatedly, they may have weak assumptions for what content
from friends-of-friends should look like and may even expect
that it will differ somewhat from their own interests - thus
making it more likely that they will fall for spam from these
sources. Finally, they may anticipate that Pages will post
promotional content, which looks similar to spam, and thus
may be most likely to click Page spam.
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finally, the survey was conducted only with people using Facebook in English and thus the results are not representative of
all users in our datasets; to partially mitigate this, we conducted the survey at varying times of the day, ensuring that
users in a wide spread of geographies saw and completed the
survey.

Leverage Social Influence

We find that users from countries with higher spam clicking
tendencies click on spam more often. This may suggest that
social norms around clicking are influencing users’ security
behaviors. Prior work by Das et al. found that telling users
which of their Facebook friends had enabled a particular account security feature increased adoption of that feature [11].
Along the same lines, we suggest that, in addition to the above
suggestions for content heuristics, social media platforms may
wish to surface the number of friends who have reported a
particular piece of content as spam, similar to Facebook’s current approach to addressing fake news [1] and to how torrent
platforms display the number of people who recommend a
particular file.

DISCUSSION

Below we distill suggestions for the design and targeting of
interventions to reduce consumption of spam and help users
stay secure.
Training to Increase Skills and Awareness

Our findings confirm many of the results of smaller scale studies on email phishing [49, 13]: we find that users who are more
active on the platform are less likely to click on spam. We find
a weak correlation between Facebook and Internet skill and
activity level, suggesting that skill may partially explain this
effect. Additionally, we find that exposure to spam reduces
likelihood of clicking. This suggests that content awareness,
in combination with general skills may help users avoid spam.
Thus, we recommend evaluating the use of educational interventions that raise users’ Internet and Facebook skill levels
such as platform-specific walkthroughs, as well as continuing to use phishing-awareness-style trainings [32] that safely
expose users to spam.

Who to Target?

Older users are more likely to click on both ham and spam.
While they are not particularly at risk for spam, their “clicky”
tendencies put them at greater risk than other users. Thus,
they may be good candidates for a personalized intervention
increasing skills or awareness of spam topics, especially if
based on future work to better understand what spam topics
may be most viewed by older users. Building on the relationship we find between individual spam consumption and
country clicking norms we also recommend targeting users
in high spam-CTR countries with similar personalized interventions — as targeting a relatively small, high-CTR set of
users may have wide reaching effects. Finally, users who see
a particularly low volume of spam but who have other risk
factors (e.g., age, high friend count, high CTR social network)
may be especially at risk, since they will not have exposure
to spam content from which to learn heuristics for discerning
legitimate content. Such personalized targeting of security
education has been suggested in prior work [23, 53] but not
evaluated, suggesting an area of fruitful future work.

Customize Training Materials

Relatedly, we find that spam related to different topics may be
easier or harder to detect. Thus, we hypothesize, in line with
theories presented in prior work [53], that training materials,
especially for content awareness, should be personalized to
show users the spam they are most likely to encounter. For
example, future academic research may explore which types of
spam are most likely to be encountered in particular countries
or communities in order to personalize training materials more
granularly. Such segmentation may also allow for integration
of topical features into automated spam classifiers.

SUMMARY

In this work we contribute one of the largest scale studies of
spam clicking behavior to date, and the first study to examine
spam consumption behavior on social media. We find that
more active users are less likely to consume spam, and find a
weak positive correlation between activity level and Internet
and Facebook skills – suggesting that higher skill may, in part,
help users avoid spam. We also find that the volume of spam
in a users’ social network as well as clicking norms in that
network influence their behavior. We identify a new, nuanced
relationship between resharing, content-viewer relationships
and click behavior. We find that resharing increases clicking
on spam from friends, but decreases clicking on spam posted
by friends-of-friends or Pages, suggesting that resharing serves
as different heuristic roles depending on the type of content.

Provide Content Heuristics

Our results also suggest that surfacing additional heuristics
about the content itself may help users to gauge authenticity.
We find that users leverage reshares as a way to determine if
they should click on a piece of spam. We suggest, in line with
recommendations from other work on email spam [42], that
future research should explore whether providing additional
context to users about resharing or about the authenticity of
content may help them avoid spam.
For example, given our findings that sales-oriented spam is
harder for users to detect, we suggest future work examine
whether small UI indicators to show that a piece of content
is a validated sponsored advertisement may be effective for
reducing spam clicking and helping users evaluate the authenticity of a sales offer. Additionally, platforms may consider
studying whether down-ranking (e.g., displaying lower in the
Facebook or Twitter feed) content that contains a promotion
and an URL but is not an officially sponsored advertisement
is useful, at least for those users who are especially at risk of
falling for spam.

Additionally, we echo prior results finding that women are
more likely to click on spam [49, 26], but find based on the
results of open-coding of 250 pieces of spam content, that
this relationship between gender and clicking is likely due
to differences in the type of spam seen on Facebook, rather
than anything intrinsically gender-related. Our results suggest
that spam topics are likely a significant feature driving click
behavior. In summary, we provide some of the first insights on
7

users’ consumption of spam on social media and find that spam
clicking behavior on Facebook is affected by factors unique
from those that affect clicking on general content. Based on
these results, we suggest new directions for the design and
targeting of spam interventions to disrupt the spam value chain
and keep users secure.
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